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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the correlation between economic development and 
inclusive political institutions. Research in the field of development economics highlights the 
importance of durable institutions for sustained economic growth. Daron Acemoglu and 
James A. Robinson propose that we should consider inclusive political institutions are key 
drivers of economic development, but political inclusion is challenging to measure 
quantitatively. We investigate novel ways ways to operationalize political inclusion and 
economic development by using voter turnout as the independent variable while median 
income acts as the dependent variable to better reflects the living standards of the broad 
population. Our thesis is that increased voter participation as a percentage of voting age 
population should correlate to a higher median income. Our bivariate regression shows a 
clear relationship but low explanatory power since linear regression doesn’t explain 
significant variations in the data. Multivariate linear regression results show a weaker 
correlation than expected but explains our data better by highlighting a clear tendency for 
high income democracies to enjoy high voter turnout whereas low income countries have 
varied outcomes. A high degree of data variability raises doubts about the validity of 
comparing voting participation between different political systems. 
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Introduction 

 

This essay seeks to explore how overall voting participation in democracies relates to their              

economic development. While we will oversee a substantial field of research exploring the             

question whether democratic governance is connected with increased economic growth, the           

focus is mainly on nominal indicators of democracy and democratic institutions such as             

elections, free press and rule of law. What this body of research often overlooks is that                

democracy as an exercise of popular power is often imperfect, and that even between              

democracies, the population’s ability to influence the exercise of power is often curtailed by              

social, economic and institutional factors. This essay seeks to improve our understanding of             

whether degree of democratic freedom, represented by voting turnout, correlates with an            

improved lot for the majority of the population, represented by a nation’s median income.  

 

Links between democracy and economic development are connected is a question that has             

long been the subject of discussion in political science and development economics. The             

assertion that free-market democracy is the best way for nations to develop economically is              

not only an axiom that many have been keen to substantiate, it has been vital to the political                  

legitimacy of an international order that the democratic, industrialised nations of north            

america and western europe have promoted on a global scale. By the end of the 20th century,                 

the collapse of the USSR and a wave of economic and political liberalizations by many of its                 

former client states was being termed as the “end of history”, by which Francis Fukuyama               

meant to say that our socioeconomic evolution had concluded in favor of liberal free-market              

democracies (Fukuyama, 1992). Events since then, such as Russia’s regression into oligarchy            

and the rise of Chinese state capitalism have cast doubts on the validity of his assertions, but                 

the promotion of democratic governance and free markets remains a pillar of western political              

thinking.  

 

The relationship between those two straddles the fields of economics and political science,             

touching on subjects as diverse as life expectancy, taxation, and social justice. Concepts have              

multiple definitions. What do we mean when we say the word democracy? Does its Athenian               
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namesake, which only enfranchised 20% of the population, qualify? Or are we referring to              

the 18th century enlightenment-led re-creation of representative democracy in the United           

Kingdom, France and the United States? Or do we mean the 20th century, when universal               

suffrage became the norm? The concepts surrounding economic development can be           

similarly difficult to pin down. The inception of modern economics is rooted at the same time                

and place as modern democracy: the west during the scientific and industrial revolutions,             

when a group of european nations began a prolonged period of increased productivity and              

economic growth that was noticeably distinct from the slower pace of innovation and cyclical              

nature of the agrarian past.  

 

For economic development, a widely used metric is gross domestic product per capita, or              

GDP. It is calculated by summing up the estimated value of all domestic production of goods                

and services produced in a year and dividing the result by the country’s total population.               

While a relatively simple and robust measure for estimating productivity, GDP per capita             

says nothing about the distribution and judicious employment of wealth, and thus can fall              

short of our expectations when we imagine the desired outcome of economic growth. One              

need only look at places like Saudi Arabia to confirm that high average national product does                

not always describe the average citizen’s spending power, or to take Amartya Sen’s             

capability approach, their ability to have a life where their physical and social surroundings              

are satisfactory (Sen, 2001). We will later argue that the median income is an equally robust                

measure that captures the material aspect of capabilities of the broad population better. 

 

Given the breadth of the subject, this essay will narrow itself down to one specific aspect of                 

institutional theory and then operationalize that aspect into a question that can be answered              

with quantitative data.  

Research question 

 

The question that this paper sets out to answer is inspired by the 2012 book “Why Nations                 

Fail” by MIT economist Daron Acemoglu and political scientist James A. Robinson. Drawing             

on economic history and political research, they argue that political “inclusiveness”, or the             
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degree to which political institutions include the broad population in the decision-making            

process as well as guarantees legal, property and political rights, is a fundamental driver of               

economic growth. Conversely domination by economic and political elites creates          

“extractive” political institutions that stifle innovation and protects entrenched interests from           

creative destruction, resulting in stagnation. Without explicitly referring to modern          

democracy, Acemoglu and Robinson make the (at first glance persuasive) argument that            

societies whose political structures maximize the freedoms and opportunities available to the            

populace tend to grow faster.  

 

Why Nations Fail received substantial praise and sparked interest from both the general             

public as well as responses from leading academics in the field of development, among them               

Francis Fukuyama, William Easterly (2012) , and Jeffrey Sachs (2012). It is part of a               

development literature separate from the mathematical models that dominate economics.          

Within political economics this is “grand theory” analysis, attempting to identify guiding            

principles that are posited as overarching explanations for social and material processes.            

Marx’s historical materialism, which argues that social processes can be explained by the             

organization (and ownership) of the means of production, is arguably the most well-known             

grand theory. Other examples include Jared Diamond, whose book “Guns, Germs and Steel”             

argues that geographical and ecological features such as the east-west axis of the eurasian              

landmass are pivotal in explaining its later historical dominance. Why Nations Fail argues             

that the inclusiveness of political institutions can explain why Texas is several times             

wealthier than northern Mexico in spite of a shared climate and history, why England lead the                

industrial revolution, or why South Koreans can expect to live ten years longer than their               

northern kin to this day.  

 

Some of the better criticisms of grand theory analysis comes from economics: A relative lack               

of grounding in testable, quantitative empirical data. As has been pointed out by Easterly              

(2012) and others, Acemoglu and Robinson do not provide any large-scale data analysis to              

support their hypothesis. Prominent historical case studies, such as the contrasts between            

North Korea and South Korea, run the risk of becoming post ex facto arguments and can’t                

disprove whether causality runs in the opposite direction (economic development leads to            
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inclusive institutions), as is the argument in modernization theory. Economist Jeffrey Sachs            

levels the following criticism:  

 

“Acemoglu and Robinson never define their key variables with precision, present any            

quantitative data or classifications based on those definitions, or offer even a single             

table, figure, or regression line to demonstrate the relationships that they contend            

underpin all economic history. Instead, they present a stream of assertions and            

anecdotes about the inclusive or extractive nature of this or that institution.” 

(Sachs, 2012, p.146)  

 

Such disagreements mean that empirically testing Acemoglu and Robinsons’ assertions is of            

academic interest. This paper will attempt to test the link between inclusive institutions and              

economic development by using worldwide election data from the International Institute for            

Democracy and Electoral Assistance, the Policy IV dataset on political institutions, and            

economic estimates based on World Bank data. While the time and resource constraints of              

this assignment precludes a more extensive analysis that fully does the subject justice, the              

intent is to make an inroad that can inform future paths of research.  

 

The question is then: Does empirical data support or disprove the idea that inclusive              

institutions positively influence economic development? 

Theory and previous research 

 

Theories of economic growth  

 

The Harrod-Domar model became one of the first widespread mathematical models to            

describe the process of economic development as the natural result of the growth of capital               

accumulation, which it explains as a result of a nation’s proclivity to save and reinvest. At its                 

simplest, the model contends that economic growth is the result of savings that are invested               

into productivity-increasing capital stock, which in turn creates wealth to be further invested             

into new productivity-increasing activities (Todaro & Smith, 2015). Developing a country           
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would be a matter of increasing it’s savings to jump-start a virtuous cycle, assuming these               

savings could be put to use in productivity-increasing investments. This model drew on the              

positive experiences with post-war reconstruction of the Marshall plan, where the US            

provided large amounts of capital in order to rebuild a war-ravaged western europe, with              

similar sums of aid being extended to US allies in the far east, chiefly Japan and Taiwan, all                  

of which developed quickly in the post-war years. 

 

Expanding on the Harrod-Domar model, the Solow-Swan model, for which Solow received            

the nobel peace prize in 1987, introduces the concepts of capital density and technological              

progress, whereas the previous model treated capital productivity as a fixed variable. Broadly             

speaking, productivity increases when technological change reorganizes a society’s use of           

resources to a more efficient configuration. Technological change does not only refer to the              

invention of new devices, but to the invention of new societal institutions that govern the               

allocation of resources. One of the consequences of this model was the emergence of a               

neoliberal counterrevolution in the 1980’s, which emphasized opening up the economy to            

foreign investment, spearheaded by the World Bank and the IMF through what was termed              

“Structural Adjustment Packages”. The failure of many poor nations to “catch up” in spite of               

following the world bank’s SAP prescriptions is one of the main criticisms of neo-liberal              

growth models. idiosyncratic differences in countries’ rates capital accumulation and          

technological progress are not accounted for.  

 

Dependency theory and core-periphery models offered an explanation to this divergence.           

They argue that development disparities are not an unintended consequence of the            

international economic system, but a core feature of it. Wealthy developed economies desire             

cheap raw materials and access to markets in order to sustain high standards of living, and                

will use technological advantage to maintain their dominance by pressuring nations with            

weak political systems into a role of dependency (Todaro & Smith, 2015). In this view, the                

IMF’s demands for Structural Adjustment represented an opening of vulnerable societies to            

international corporations that were able to exploit institutional fragility to ensure cheap            

access to resources and manpower, while exporting profits. Attempts by the population to             

organize and demand better working conditions or a bigger share of profits was often met               

with violence by rulers captured by overwhelmingly powerful commercial interests. Such           
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‘periphery’ nations would underinvest in the human and physical capital needed for            

technological takeoff to occur, becoming permanently stuck in a position of dependence. A             

major conclusion of dependency theory is that nations need to develop robust and             

accountable forms of governance before they engage a liberal economic system and            

international trade, and in some cases, might be best left out of it until they do so.  

 

 

Previous studies on the relationship between democracy and economic growth show a mixed             

picture. According to Seymour Lipset, economic development and subsequent modernization          

are strongly connected to democratic governance. He argues that the necessary conditions for             

the emergence of stable democratic governance were a result of economic development and             

societal modernization (Lipset, 1960). While research shows that most wealthy nations are            

indeed democratic, the key question for developing countries was whether democratization           

would help growth, or hinder it. 

  

Modernization theory was challenged by Adam Przeworski. He performed a longitudinal           

study tracking 130 nations from 1950 to 1990 and showed that although economic             

development made democracies more likely to endure, it did not make them more likely to               

emerge. Przeworski argues that democracy can be seen as a mainly exogenous force that              

takes root if conditions are good, but that does not spring up endogenously from the               

phenomenon of growth and modernization. (Przeworski, 2000) Current events in China,           

where market growth has exploded under the guidance of a repressive one-party state             

(dubbed as the ‘Beijing consensus’), would seem to prove him right.  

 

Inclusive institutions 

 

Acemoglu and Robinson argue that economic development is the result of inclusive political             

institutions. They are not referring specifically to modern democracy, but to the dispersal of              

power that institutions under the rule of law accomplish. This is exemplified by the              

consequences that the Magna Carta had for the constraints of royal and nobility power in               

pre-industrial Britain. The authors argue that political-institutional innovations that         

empowered broad sectors of society explain why Britain came to be at the forefront of the                
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industrial revolution. The creative destruction industrialization wrought would have been          

seen as disruptive by medieval elites, and was indeed successfully resisted by landed             

aristocracies throughout much of europe and asia. An example is how both the             

Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires banned the construction of national railway systems,           

fearing that mass transportation would be socially disruptive to the reigning distribution of             

power. (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012) 

 

Why Nations Fail seeks to explain the phenomenon of economic growth from a structuralist              

viewpoint, arguing that it is the incipient institutions of political participation that ultimately             

explain growth-inducing economic policy, technological advances and the emergence of          

competitive markets that lead to innovation and sustained economic growth. As such, it seeks              

to place democratization, or more specifically, inclusiveness, at the core of the development             

process, rather than as the fortunate outcome posed by Przeworski (2000). Through historical             

examples Acemoglu and Robinson argue that traditional causative explanations for growth           

fail to understand the underlying dynamics of political power that coalesce to produce policy              

reform, and ultimately, growth and welfare. Culture, geography and history are, though            

important, not sufficient to alone explain the great divergence in wealth the world has              

experienced in the last three centuries. 

 

The authors contend that the rapid rise of certain regions has defied explanatory causes that               

rely on traditional views of growth. Instead it is institutional environment promoting            

innovation, investment and stability for a vast segment of the population that results in the               

kind of runaway growth that explains the divergence of the west from the rest starting in the                 

17th century. They go on to argue that this kind of vital economic pluralism is contingent on                 

the emergence of political pluralism, an institutional innovation that challenged absolutist           

agrarian political institutions and shifted power from authoritarian rulership towards a an            

urbanizing, consensus-based, adversarial and multi-polar decision-making. Such a political         

system then produced rules and decisions that benefited broader sectors of society rather than              

the select groups that happened to currently hold power. It’s worth noting that this doesn’t               

necessarily mean that modern democracy, is a prerequisite for such policies, but that more              

inclusion tends to lead to increased economic dynamism. 
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Recent research on quantitative data between democracy and economic growth has shown a 

positive correlation. In a 2014 study, Acemoglu, D., Naidu, S., Restrepo, P. and P. Robinson 

argue that when controlling for other variables and time lag, GDP increases by 20-25% 

following a democratization. The study also shows that neighborhood matters, that is, 

democratization happens in waves. Countries are more likely to transition to democracy when 

a transition has occurred recently in other countries in the same region. Acemoglu et al. also 

argue that the mechanism through which democratization increases growth is through 

enacting economic reforms, improving fiscal capacity and the provision of public good such 

as schooling and health care. (Acemoglu, D., Naidu, S., Restrepo, P., Robinson, 2014) In 

contrast with arguments that democracy does not benefit the poorest countries, the study 

shows that even countries with low levels of education experience significant growth after a 

democratization. The effects are shown in the following figure, which graphs percentual 

changes in GDP per capita in the years before and after a democratization process. 

 

 
Acemoglu, D., Naidu, S., Restrepo, P., Robinson, 2014, Figure 1. 

 

Yet other academic literature is divided over the influence of democracy on growth. Some               

studies make the case that it is policy rather than how policy-makers are selected that matters.                

Connection between democracy and economic growth do not seem particularly robust, with            

some results showing that democracy has no discernible impact on growth, although it does              

not seem to be detrimental, either. Democracy did however have significant correlation with             
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human capital, political stability, and economic freedom. (Doucouliagos, H. & Ulubasoglu,           

2003).  

 

Studies have have shown that for certain subsets, such as the MENA (Middle East and North                

Africa) countries, Democracy seemed to be related to a negative impact on growth (Rahdi &               

Sahidi, 2015). This suggests that institutional environment is key. Democracy can take many             

shapes or forms, and simply treating it as binary is not advisable. Studies performing              

long-term studies argue for modernization theory: Data from 1870 to the year 2000 seemed to               

show that income and education lead to better institutions, whereas little evidence of             

democracy leading to income growth was found (Murtin & Wacziarg, 2013). 

 

Given the contentious state of the field, it we felt it was less interesting to test whether a                  

binary state of “democracy” affects growth, than to explore mechanisms through which it             

could do so. This is why voting turnout is interesting: If political inclusion is indeed a mean                 

through which democracy achieves growth then democracies with a higher degree of            

inclusion ought to perform better. 

 

Hypothesis 

 

This paper asks the following question: Assuming voting participation reflects the           

inclusiveness of a country’s political institutions, do democracies with high voting           

participation show consistently higher rates of economic development? Median income,          

which is less affected by exogenous factors such as natural resources, is of particular interest. 

Method 

This study will use statistical regression to measure the correlation between voter            

participation and median income. Our methods are bivariate and multivariate linear           

regressions. Bivariate regression measures correlation between independent and dependent         

variable. Because correlations often have confounding effects, a multivariate regression          
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introduces controls for external variables in order to help us understand the relationship             

between our dependent and independent variables better (Teorell, & Svensson, 2007: 176).            

The analysis will be performed by statistical software called “Minitab”, which will perform             

multivariate linear regression analysis on datasets from The International Institute for           

Democracy and Electoral Assistance database, the Polity IV Project, and the World Bank’s             

PovcalNet database. 

Data and Variable Operationalization  

 
This study will to operationalize the degree of political inclusiveness of a large set of               

democracies by measuring their average voting participation as a share voting age population             

over a period of 10 years. Subsequently, we analyze whether participation correlates to data              

on economic development, herein defined as median income per capita.  

 

Operationalizing inclusiveness 

 

There are compelling reasons to use voter turnout in democracies as an indicator for inclusive               

political institutions. We assume that people living in a country are generally rational actors              

who value their time, and that, being intimately aware of their own country’s political power               

structures (sometimes better than distant observers), are able to intuit the effectiveness of             

political participation as a tool for change. In this sense, voting attendance can serve as an                

approximation to the population’s own judgment of the nation’s political inclusiveness, a            

judgement of the real chance of distributing of political power in their polity that transcends               

approximations. The assumption being made here is that if people sense political institutions             

are not factually inclusive enough to make their vote matter, many will choose to spend time                

and effort on activities other than political participation rather than lend the government             

legitimacy by engaging in the process of voting. Participation could thus be seen as an               

indicator of the inclusiveness of a country’s political institutions by virtue of popular verdict. 

 

The key assertion being made is that inclusive institutions, such as democracy, cause             

economic growth. Thus, all else being equal, more inclusive democracies should show higher             
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wealth. This is why we’re limiting ourselves to democracies: voter turnout is our chosen              

variable to express inclusiveness - under the logic that voter participation is an expression of               

both interest and engagement in political structures, as well as the lack of suppressing              

mechanisms that might exclude a large percentage of the population from participating. What             

does the research on voting and economic growth have to say? 

 

Expressive voters or rational actors? 

 

Voting is not always explained as a rational choice to maximize personal benefits             

(instrumental voting), but to express support or criticism of a governing party (expressive             

voting). According to Brennan and Lomasky (1993), personal benefit is not enough to             

explain voter participation, since a voter’s ability to influence electoral outcomes is very             

small. Rather, people derive satisfaction out of voting as an expression of a chosen political               

self-identity and narrative, thus voting becomes an outlet for expressing a sense of             

righteousness and belonging to the right side of an issue or political divide. Voting is “an                

action that is undertaken for its own sake rather than to bring about particular consequences”               

(Brennan and Lomasky 1993, 25) 

 

If we establish that voters by and large vote to express belonging and support for a certain                 

group, can the act of voting itself be construed as support for a political system at large?                 

There is a substantial body of literature dealing with with trust, legitimacy and turnout that               

links trust in government institutions to voting numbers. Robert Putnam’s seminal work            

“Bowling Alone” (1995) about social capital in the late 20th century United States             

summarizes as follows: “From a relative high point in the early 1960s, voter turnout had by                

1990 declined by nearly a quarter … Not coincidentally, the proportion of Americans who              

reply that they "trust the government in Washington" only "some of the time" or "almost               

never" has risen steadily from 30 percent in 1966 to 75 percent in 1992” (Putnam, 1995, p.67)  
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Research bears out that the relationship between trust in institutions and voting is significant; 

  

Figure 2: Turnout among voters according to trust and satisfaction with institutions and             

politicians: Voters were asked whether they trust parliament, the democratic process,           

politicians and the government. Voters that declared they trusted the democratic process and             

parliamentary institutions showed markedly higher levels of voting participation. (K          

Grönlund, 2004)  

 

Selectorate theory 

 

How could voter turnout create the conditions necessary for economic development?           

Selectorate theory describes a mechanism of action. According to Bueno de Mesquita (2003),             

a selectorate is defined as the minimum possible group whose support is needed for a ruler, or                 

ruling group, to claim control of the state apparatus. Keeping the support of a selectorate is                

therefore the ruler’s paramount task if he or she is to remain in power. The size of a                  

selectorate can vary depending on the country’s political institutions. In a democracy the             

selectorate can be defined as any majority of voting citizens. If a party, or group of parties,                 

can band together to command seats representing over 50% of the vote, they can form a                

government and change laws. In other systems of government the selectorate can be a much               

smaller group. In China, the ruling Communist Party numbers 8 million, or about 6 percent of                

the population and within the Party itself, the Central Committee numbers about 200 people.              
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In an absolute dictatorship like North Korea or Saudi Arabia, the real selectorate is very small                

and opaque. It could be as small as a few dozen individuals that control important               

government institutions with patronage networks of their own. 

 

The size of the selectorate has consequences for the incentives faced by rulers. A small               

selectorate can be kept in line by graft and patronage for as long as the ruler can credibly                  

offer access to wealth. Transparency, economic competition and innovation all present a            

challenge to such a network, so rulers will be tempted to appropriate or outright outlaw               

economic activities in order to favor loyal followers. A larger selectorate makes such benefits              

much more diffuse, reducing the incentive supporters have to join patronage networks and             

support self-serving rulers to the detriment of the general population. Sufficiently large            

selectorates, such as those found in democracies, are too large to be bought off by state                

resources since they essentially represent the same population that a would-be dictator might             

extract wealth from (Bueno de Mesquita, 2003).  

 

Keeping such a large electorate happy entices the use of state resources for activities that               

produce positive externalities, public goods such as universal education, healthcare, and           

infrastructure. Selectorate theory provides an explanation for why democratic governments          

tend to be better at producing the kind of public goods that make economic development               

more likely, though it should be said that the examples set by the ‘Asian tigers’ seem to have                  

dispensed with the need for democracy altogether. One consequence of selectorate theory is             

that voter turnout patterns, which affect the size of the minimal voting coalition needed to               

win power, ought to influence how likely democratic governments are to implement such             

growth-inducing policies. The idea that voter participation influences the size of the            

selectorate in democracies, and therefore the kind of policies enacted by those who win              

power in elections, provides an additional basis for using voting participation as our             

independent variable. 

 

 

Operationalizing economic development 
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As for the dependent variable, there are many ways to operationalize economic development;             

from ever more complex index values collating hundreds of variables, to GDP per capita.              

This study chooses to look at each country’s median income. The reason for this is that                

complex index measures use so many variables that they run the risk of endogeneity (i.e. they                

also measure inclusive institutions), and average GDP runs into problems of its own by not               

accounting for an often unequal distribution of wealth in the developing world, a particularly              

prominent problem in countries affected by the ‘resource curse’. Median income is a useful              

measure of economic development when it comes to electoral research because it reflects the              

living standards a plurality of voters actually experience better than GDP per capita while              

remaining a relatively simple and robust variable. Median income chiefly reflects the living             

standards experienced by the middle classes, whose political participation is of particular            

importance in democratic politics (Lipset, 1994). Anna Diofasi and Nancy Birdsall (2016)            

give the following argument for using median income: 

 

“A better example for the development community: the median reflects how much the             

person at the 50th percentile of the income distribution earns (or spends), giving us a               

better picture of the well-being of a “typical” individual in a given country. Take              

Nigeria and Tanzania: in 2010, Nigeria’s GDP per capita (at PPP) was $5,123;             

Tanzania’s stood at only $2,111. This suggests that Nigerians were more than twice as              

well off as Tanzanians. Yet, if we compare consumption medians, a different picture             

emerges: a Nigerian at the middle of the income distribution lived on $1.80 a day,               

while his or her Tanzanian counterpart had 20 cents more to spend, at $2 a day.” 

 

This paper will study the correlation between voting participation and median income levels             

for all countries for which data is available. Voting participation will be defined as percentage               

of either the voting age population or registered voters who cast a vote in an election (why                 

will be explained further down). Election data will be drawn from the voter turnout database               

provided by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) from            

2005 to 2015, totalling parliamentary and presidential elections over a period of 10 years. The               

reason for choosing this particular span of time is because election results tend to become less                

reliable further back in time, partially because of unreliable data collection, but also because              

of the higher prevalence of electoral fraud in the past. Elections being highly contingent              
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events, each country’s voting results has been averaged into a single voting participation             

score. Median income will be provided by the Diofasi-Birdsall World Bank dataset totalling             

150 countries. 

 

 

Reliability of voting data 

 

An initial concern has been the reliability of voting data, since IDEA only collects reported               

figures. This was well exemplified by data we received on Syria’s 2014 election, which had               

more votes cast than the country’s total population, not to mention an ongoing civil war. To                

this end, we decided to enlist the help of yet another set of variables; the 2015 Polity IV                  

dataset, which includes estimates for the fairness and inclusiveness of democratic institutions            

of almost all nations in the study. By using IDEA election data, Polity IV scores and World                 

Bank figures on growth, a more reliable and robust conclusion can be made than would have                

otherwise been possible.  

 

Originally, the idea was to link voter participation as our operationalization of            

“inclusiveness”, then look at the relationship voting numbers had to each country’s median             

income. Problems emerged where much of the voting data was of course highly contingent to               

local institutions and events, for example in Syria’s 2014 election of Bashar Al-Assad             

showing an impressive 112% voter participation. Such inflated numbers are not always a sign              

of corruption, but can be the result of large diasporas. The reality was that Syria had been                 

engulfed in a brutal civil war since 2011, so whatever data their electoral process produced               

should not be put into service along Norway’s. However, finding inspiration in Bueno de              

Mesquita’s methodology of defining open governance through the Polity IV dataset, we have             

used democratic scoring of institutions to filter out suspect voting results in order to produce               

a more valid independent variable. The effect of weak democratic institutions can be seen in               

the following visualization: 
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As can be seen above, the original dataset contained a fair number of democracies that scored                

weakly on Polity IV measures of electoral fairness, rule of law and constraints on executive               

power. We assume that in such extreme cases mechanisms that ought to incentivize             

growth-friendly policies through democratic participation have been disabled by institutional          

flaws, and have chosen to exclude democracies with values lower than 4 on the Polity IV                

scale. 

Control variables and outliers 

 

Compulsory Voting  

 

The data in this sample shows countries with compulsory voting average 68.14 voter turnout              

while countries without compulsory voting average 60.86 voter turnout. It’s worth nothing            

compulsory voting, as expected, also has an effect on invalid votes, almost doubling them              

from 3.05% to 5.95%, though deviation on compulsory voting is quite high (5.9%), and for               

the purposes of this study, invalid votes still represent active voting participation. One             

potential explanation for the minor effect might be that compulsory voting depresses voter             

registration, thus resulting in de facto similar levels of participation, but it turns out the               

differences in registered voters and voting age population between compulsory (0.918) and            

non-compulsory democracies (0.933) are quite minor. It appears as if compulsory voting            

simply causes about 7% of the voting age population to participate whereas they otherwise              

wouldn’t, all things being equal. The size of the effect is consistent with previous research in                

comparative political studies (Jackman & Miller, 1995). In order to account for this, the              

variable of compulsory voting has been added as a control.  

 

One cause for concern when designing this study was whether parliamentary and presidential             

elections were comparable enough to be used in the same data set. The difference in               

participation was smaller than expected, with Parliamentary elections averaging 63.19%          

across the sample, and Presidential elections 63.31% data valid. EU parliament elections are             

different, and it shows in the Data: 46.19% participation on average. Being a relatively new               
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supranational organization, we’ve deemed this data not comparable to national elections due            

to the , and will remove it from the set. 

 

Given the vast institutional differences between objects in this study, products of history as              

well as geography, comparison can be difficult. By clustering in accordance to a set of “world                

economic regions”, we might be able to discern trends and variables among countries who              

share a common socio-historical context. For this study, we will adopt the regional             

limitations currently used by the World Bank: Western Europe and successors, Eastern            

Europe & Russia, Latin America, Middle east and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, South             

Asia, East Asia. 

 

 

Outliers 

 

Switzerland, The United states: Both break the trend with a high level of wealth coupled               

with low presidential and parliamentary participation. Switzerland is known to be hard to             

quantify in electoral research due to its frequent referendums and unusual parliamentary            

politics. The United States is also usually considered a particular case. Both places have              

particularly strong instances of local and direct democracy that arguably make people less             

focused on the kind of national elections that quantified in this study.(Jackman & Miller,              

1995) The dummy variable ‘Switzerland/US’ has been added as a control. 

 

Luxembourg: While data suggests low participation and high income, these numbers are            

significantly skewed by Luxembourg’s small size, it’s status as a tax haven, and it’s              

dependency on neighbouring EU states. Only registered citizens are allowed to vote in             

Luxembourg, and they do so at rates of 90%, which fits the model, but its non-citizen                

population is large (currently at 44% of the population), and the country’s small size and               

mobility within the Schengen zone allows them to escape the costs of non-participation. As              

such, Luxembourg is to be considered an outlier and will be excluded from the data sample. 

 

Uruguay: Unusually high participation numbers (over 96%) are partially explained by the            

fact that upwards of 20% of the country’s voters reside abroad, skewing turnout numbers.              
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Uruguay presents a similar case to Luxembourg, with significant transient voter numbers that             

make turnout figures unreliable, and will be excluded from the sample.  

Analysis 

Table 1: Bivariate and multivariate linear regression output. 

Dependent variable: Median income. T-value is in the parenthesis 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Voter turnout 
 

368 
(3,09)* 

517 
(4,46)* 

112,6 
(1,38)* 

Compulsory voting   -4713  -78 

US / Switzerland  45652 
(4,71)* 

20856 
(3,31)* 

Eastern Europe & Central Asia     694 
(0,20)* 

Latin America   -2994  
(-0,82)* 

 Middle East & North Africa   -4542 
(-0,82)* 

 Sub-Saharan Africa    -7930 
(-2,49)* 

Western Europe & Successors    21656  
(6,97)* 

Intercept - 7305 -16520 4303  

Adjusted R² 8,2%  25,51% 71,47% 

***=p<0,001 **p<0,01 *p<0,05 .=p<0,1    
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Results and discussion 

 

The bivariate linear regression in model 1 shows a positive correlation between voting             

participation and median income that is statistically significant at the 95% level. An increase              

in voting participation of 1% of Voting Age Population leads to an averaged increase in               

median income of 368 dollars per year adjusted for PPP (Purchasing Power Parity). This              

supports our initial hypothesis that political inclusion is correlated to economic development.            

However, a low R² value of 8.2% shows that our linear model explains a low proportion of                 

the variation observed in the sample.  

 

The effect seems stronger once we add control variables in model 2. Correcting for the effects                

of compulsory voting and the voter fatigue from direct-democracy effects present in the US              

and Switzerland, who are far wealthier than the average country in this sample (b-coefficient              

of 45652), increases the b-coefficient to 517 USD per year. 

 

In our third model we attempt to account for regional differences. The reasoning behind it is                

based on has been argued in the theory section. Modern development theory makes the case               

that it is institutions that matter the most to growth, and social institutions form a complex,                

interlocking weave that is not easily broken down into discrete variables such as             

“democratic” or “non-democratic”. To test this, we have divided our democracies into groups             

that share common historical and cultural background. This is why the african continent is              

divided into north and south - to account for the influence of islamic civilization over               

geographic location. Likewise, we have grouped central asia together with other former            

soviet republics in the eastern bloc. Our b-coefficient is far lower, 112, while the Western               

Europe group has a b-coefficient of 21656. The model provides more explanatory power than              

the alternatives, as our coefficient of determination, or R², is now 71,47%, adjusted for the               

increased number of predictors. 
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Conclusion 
 

We can’t be sure that the increase in income is satisfactorily explained by increases in voter                

turnout, given the low b-coefficient in model 3, the explanatory power of voter turnout to               

predict median income can be said to be fairly weak. It’s possible that the mechanism of                

selectorate pressure isn’t affected by voter turnout as we had hoped (i.e. voters aren’t rational               

decision-makers), or that people turn out to vote on matters unrelated to building inclusive              

institutions in their polities.  

 

Expressive voting theory states that voters can be motivated by a desire to confirm and               

socially express group belonging rather than rewarding politicians for building effective           

institutions, an issue particularly salient in african politics which in our model displayed high              

participation but lower median incomes. High voting participation in such settings could lead             

to rent-seeking by groups intent on capturing state resources rather than implementing good             

policy. Research has shown that up to 56% of voters in Kenya were not aware of any party                  

platforms and voted as instructed by elders (Keverenge, 2008).  

 

This effect is apparent if we visualize the relationship between voter turnout, median income,              

and the Polity IV democracy. Note the cluster of countries around high-voting, low             

democracy and low income 
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Figure 3: 3-dimensional visualization showing the relationship between democracy score,          

voter turnout and median income. The x-axis shows voting participation as percentage of             

voting age population. The y-axis shows democracy scoring according to Polity IV            

methodology and the z-axis shows median income in thousands of USD per year. 

 

 

The heteroskedasticity of our data distribution suggests that there are aspects of economic             

development that are affected by circumstances outside our model. Factors exogenous to the             

model such as natural resources, population size, political environment or geographical           

location could significantly improve a country’s changes of growing rapidly without           

reflecting any changes in political participation.  

 

The special case presented by the United States and Switzerland highlights the limits of our               

operationalization. Voter participation is not solely restricted to national elections, and the            

comparability of swiss referendums and US mayoral elections to national parliamentary           

elections in other countries is beyond the scope of this study to assess. Our observations do                

indicate that the mentioned ‘voter fatigue’ from exercises in more direct democracy makes             

these countries appear to have a voter turnout that is 20% lower than the rest of our sample,                  

while countries that institute compulsory voting producing an estimated effect of 8% higher             

voter turnout.  
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Perhaps the most interesting result is the clear influence posed by of regional groupings.              

Outside of Western nations, correlation seemed negligible, and in some cases negative. 

 

Figure 4: Regional differences 

Scatterplot visualization showing regional groupings along with individual b-coefficient         

gradients. The x-axis represents voting participation as percentage of voting age population.            

The y-axis represents median income in thousands of USD per year. 

 

 

 

Perhaps historical contingency plays a role: Some young democracies in the sample exhibit             

high levels of participation while being relatively poor. This is particularly notable in data              

from africa and the former eastern bloc. Given enough time, perhaps these countries will              

indeed develop economically as the checks and balances necessary to include the population             

in national growth become established institutions, and even then achieving          

developed-country status take decades even in the best of cases. The data does validate              

studies that showed democracy and growth could effectively be negatively correlated in            

certain regions.  
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Western europe and its successor states present perhaps the strongest case for our thesis,              

whilst sub-saharan africa seems to stay uniformly poor regardless of voter turnout. Eastern             

Europe and Latin America land see only mild effects, whilst East Asia shows the same               

pattern save for two notable outliers famous for eagerly adopting many of the West’s              

institutional innovations: Japan and Taiwan. The differentiated regional results suggest two           

conclusions that are worth investigating further in the future: Outside of the west, regional              

processes and contingencies seems to matter more to economic development than electoral            

participation, and there may be some truth to dependency theory and core-periphery models. 

 

The stark differences between western countries and other regions support conclusions in line             

with dependency models of development: Reforms are not enough if institutional, cultural            

and political factors are not aligned, suggesting that looking at democracy as a historical              

construct produced by western political thinking will not provide a complete picture.            

Socio-political institutions may simply be too complex to be reduced to discrete categories,             

and their paradigms cross civilizational boundaries with difficulty. What worked for the west             

in the past may in fact not work today for Sub-saharan africa or China.  
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